10 Important Things You Must Know
Before Hiring an Animal Communicator!

A Heart’s Wisdom Report

* From Sarah Griffith, SKG Dressage, Aug 2007: “I can’t believe that only a year ago, my 20 year old
Grand Prix Dressage horse, Libero, was terribly ill. Even though the vets couldn’t figure out what the problem
was, he was so sick they wanted me to put him down. It was touch and go there for a while, and when I
contacted you, I was a mess. You helped us communicate with each other, and Libero told you how he was
feeling, where the pain was coming from, and that he wasn’t ready to leave yet! That gave me the hope I
needed to keep going and not give up. The vets thought his career was over but Libero didn’t agree with
them. Thank God I listened to you. Now, against ALL odds, Libero and I are back in training, working towards
completing our titles. We are actually showing again! I can’t thank you enough, Val.”
From Sarah, Feb 2008: “Hi Val! I have some new info. Libero was in a special ultrasound clinic this weekend
as a test subject. Lets just say he was the talk of the clinic and not because the joint looked so perfect. They
do not know why or how he is sound! His joint has so many problems. But I am about to leave for a horse
show with my trainer telling me I am going to kick some ass! The vets only comment was that Libero loves
what he does so much he is willing to work through the pain! I can give you a more scientific account of this
but I have to look in my notes for the correct words. I really feel like I have been through a magical experience with you and my horse! Love, Sarah”
* I’d been hot on Val’s trail and finally nailed her down to be interviewed on our Wisdom Radio / Law of
Attraction Show. It was the first interview ever where I forgot to go to commercial break because I was so
engaged in what she was saying! Her information is so leading edge and compelling! I loved it so much I
immediately hired her to work with my dog, Roxie! After one session I totally changed MY behavior with my
dog and a ton of stress melted off my shoulders. Val helped me with Roxie’s eating and joint issues, and it’s
like Roxie is a new improved dog. Amazing! Val rocks the animal world and she has great compassion while
doing i! - Jeanna Gabellini, California
* Val, I just wanted you to know that after you had that one session with Chico, he stopped urinating indoors.
I must admit that every once in a while he slips, but there was a major change after your session. My little
female Chihuahua had turned into the Tasmanian Devil after a visit from another female puppy. Her angry
behavior continued after the female puppy left. However, once you communicated with her, she became the
beautiful little docile girl she once was. - Gina M., San Antonio, TX
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* Val Heart gave me such great advice and clarity for my life, helped me improve my health, and also
made such a difference with my horse, Aries, that we swept into the dressage shows and won a whole
pile of blue ribbons -- in only 6 months! I can’t believe I was on the verge of selling Aries and giving up
on him only a short while ago... now, we are excited to see each other and are winning almost every
show we enter. We are both healthier, too, and that mystery lameness Aries had? Now I know where it’s
coming from, what to do about it and what my contribution to the problem actually is. Awesome! Thanks,
Val! I don’t want to know where we would be without you.” -- Tracy B. and Aries, 6 year old warmblood
gelding, Fenton, MI
* Val, I am so appreciative of you. I feel like I have so much more control of myself. Thank you for helping me with my confidence. We were talking about how good the puppies are now (they were driving us
crazy before!) and how much you have helped me with them. Their health has improved along with their
behavior. I wish, I wish, I had known you when Alex and Bear Bear were alive. Their lives would have
been much healthier and happier. I wish I had known to talk to them like you’ve taught me to do with
Honey. I get a look of true understanding from Honey and Katie now. I used to dread going home – now,
I can’t wait to get home to see them. I love them so. Thank you, Thank you, Thank you!!! - Angela S, San
Antonio, TX
* Over the last four years in working with you, I have learned that in order to help my Shetland Sheepdog, Kati, I must first look within myself and heal the imbalances in my thinking, feeling, and physical self.
Kati was mostly a reflection or mirror of what was going on inside of me. If I was afraid or angry, Kati
would react with barking and fear/aggression behaviors. If I was ambivalent or frustrated because I was
unsure of my inner strength, Kati would test the limits.
With your help I was able to see what I was doing instead of thinking I needed to fix her. You gave me
clear directions and encouraged me to experiment with different behaviors. You helped me balance my
emotions, calming myself first so that Kati can be calm. Our walks are more pleasant, she calms down
when I ask her to, and she alerts me when it’s necessary.
My relationship with Kati has reached a level beyond simple obedience training. You’ve made it possible
for us to experience a sweet cooperation that will only grow richer. Thank you again. -- Joyce T and Kati,
Dallas, TX
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You know how spiritually-oriented animal lovers feel so connected to your pets that you
can get really worried about your companions’ health, behavior or training issues?Often
you have a powerful sense that your animal needs to tell you something important… but
you just can't quite get it.
I help you learn to hear and receive the wisdom your animal wants to share. Through my
work and those of my colleagues, we empower you to take the right actions that improve
behavior and can even heal. When we do that, you will experience deeper spiritual
meaning, clarity and peace of mind.
I hope you enjoy this Special Free Report on 10 Important Things You Must Know
Before Hiring an Animal Communicator! – and that it proves very useful to you.
Telepathic animal communication is a fascinating field and is currently practiced by
millions of people the world over! To help you get started, and to receive the most
benefit from a professional consultation, there are some critically important things you
need to know….
If you have any questions or comments, please let me know. I'm very much looking
forward to hearing from you.
I wish you, your family and your animal companions health, joy, laughter and wellness,

Expert Animal Communicator, Behaviorist, Master Healer & Author Working
with chronic pain, illness, trauma, training, behavior, euthanasia... Specializing
in performance horses: dressage, show jumping, reining, cutting…
Connect with me on Facebook! https://www.facebook.com/ValHeart.AnimalTalk/
Are you ready to Take a ProActive Approach to Improving your relationships with
your self and your animals through improved communication, energy medicine,
health & balance for body, mind & spirit?
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10 Important Things You Must Know
Before Hiring an Animal Communicator!
Thank you for your interest in animal communication. This Special Handout covers:
• What telepathic animal communication is and how it works…
• When and How to be skeptical…
• When to use the services of an animal communicator…
• What to look for when you interview prospective animal communicators…
• How to select a good animal communicator…
• What to expect from your session…
• Addressing the issue of Lost or Missing Animals…
• And much, much more….
You know your animals have secret lives, thoughts, feelings and wisdom. Animal communicators
are trained to be able to hear them, understand them, and communicate with them so they
share their innermost thoughts.
Animal communication has become really mainstream these days as more folks are aware of
telepathic communication between humans and animals. In fact, it is currently practiced by
millions of people the world over!! That doesn’t mean they are all animal communication
consultants! It means that every animal lover – layperson, caretaker, owner and professional
-- can learn how to listen and communicate better with their animal companions.
But before you go any further, you need to know some critically important points to consider.
Because this is such an unusual profession, I want to help you get started right.
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Since 1993 I have managed a successful practice working with over 10,000 animals and their
owners, trainers and even veterinarians all over the nation, helping them accomplish their
goals with health, performance, training & behavior modification. I am an empathic animal
behaviorist, a professional animal communicator, an author and columnist, and I specialize in
alternative healing and coaching for both animals and people.
A lot of folks come to me after having worked with other communicators… and they’ll tell me
things like: they only were told what they already knew, it wasn’t helpful, nothing changed, or
worse, they were told things they knew weren’t true… and they were not happy with their
experience.
Some people take this as proof that this doesn’t work, that it’s just foolishness or worse, a
scam or quackery! When in fact, they just had a bad experience, or, what happened didn’t
meet with their expectations in some way.
Others are still hopeful that there might be something to this, and they still need help -- so they
are willing to try again.

What Do You Need to Know About Animal to Human Communication, and How Will
That Help You With Your Animals?
If you see your animal has a problem, how do you know what is really going on unless you
communicate directly with them?
That’s why if you go to a vet or a trainer before you have a discussion with them, you can
actually hurt them! They may wind up being misdiagnosed or mistreated, because they could
be in reaction to an emotional, mental or management problem that has nothing to do with a
physical problem.
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Animals are exceptional creatures; always trying to communicate with you. They are happy to
share how they feel, what works for them or doesn't, whether they are in pain or are
confused. They often have messages for us to help us improve our lives, sharing insightful
wisdom from their unique perspective and viewpoint.

When things go wrong for them, they try to tell you that too.
Unfortunately, most people are not trained or experienced in receiving these messages, so
they are unable to understand how to provide the love, care and optimal health that their
animal deserves. You do your best, but sometimes it's just not enough.

Did you know your personal relationship with your animal dramatically affects
the success and outcome of their long term health and overall well-being?
You know that your animal tries to tell you things every day. But what if you don’t know how to
spot a bad habit that comes from a reaction to emotional trauma? Or whether they are
experiencing physical pain, illness or discomfort? Even the most caring, loving owners mistakenly do things all the time that adversely affects their animals.
Have you ever called in the vet only to discover that, try as they might, your vet doesn’t have
a clue what’s going on? That’s often because it’s not the animal’s issue, it’s the persons, their
rider’s or caretaker’s issue. OR, it’s because no one took the time to listen to the animal first so
they can tell us what we need to know.
I’ve worked with thousands of horses and dogs along with lot of other animals, and I will tell you that
you that the answers you’re seeking are going to be in one of four areas:
1. Emotional issue with the animal
2. Health issue with the animal
3. Management issue with the animal, such as training, diet, exercise
4. Emotional or Health issue that’s going on with YOU that your animal is reacting to
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Here’s the outcome to that story. You take them to the vet and they’ll get misdiagnosed or
worse, and you’ll spend a lot of money in vet bills. And you’ll be no better off than if you
hadn’t gone, and sometimes actually worse off because the real problem got missed and now
your animal has even more stress to deal with.
What if the real issue is something going on in you that is causing distress in your animal?
Without communicating with your animal first, you’ll take them to the vet and maybe you’ll get
lucky and it will clear up anyway, but the truth was it wasn’t ever about the animal, it was a
problem with you.
That’s why animal communication is so critically important! And, why I’m so glad you are
interesting in finding a trained professional to assist you.
Not all animal communicators know how to resolve these problems.
Whether you choose to work with me or not, be sure and seek a practitioner who can best
assist you with what you really need and want.

Animal Communication Works Using Telepathy
So what is Telepathic Animal Communication really all about? How does it work? First off, let’s
define TELEPATHY because animal communication works using telepathy.
A common definition of telepathy is the ability to know what is in someone else’s mind or
communicate with them mentally, without using words or other physical signals. The word
itself is made up of two terms, Tele – like telephone, meaning hearing over a distance, and
Empathy – meaning feeling someone else’s emotions or energies. So literally, it means “distance feeling”
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Start resolving any problem by inviting your animal’s participation, giving them a voice. They can
tell us how they feel, when the problem started, what helps, what makes things worse, and what
they really want or need… Often the answers are as simple as learning to listen to their wisdom,
see life from their viewpoint.

When to Use a Professional Animal Communicator
Animal communication is extremely helpful for:

Emotional and Behavioral Issues like fear or phobias, panic attacks, aggression,
withdrawal, depression, grief; heal from neglect, abuse, trauma and abandonment…
We can help with Health Issues and Physical Problems by relaying the animal’s input,
viewpoint and experience. How they feel, where it hurts, how much it hurts, what makes
them feel better and what they need or want are all valid questions that only the animal
themselves can relay. Based on what they tell us, the appropriate measures can then be
taken to assist them.
Animal communication is also very useful in Preparing an Animal for Surgery or other
medical interventions or procedures, like neutering or spaying, and we can help shorten
recovery time.
By the way, animal communicators are not going to analyze, diagnose or prescribe anything
medically. We leave that to the vet and medical professionals. We can assist however, by
relaying what your animal needs to say, how they are feeling, what is helping, what isn’t…
How would you like to go to the doctor without being able to communicate with them?
We can help heal Trauma Situations , such as from injury, shock, illness, death or grief by
understanding the animal’s viewpoint, discussing their experiences helps them rebalance
themselves emotionally, letting go of the experience, and make new choices for themselves.
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We can also enhance and Improve Performance in the show ring by addressing issues, clarifying
the rules of the game, and, identifying learning styles which can shorten training time. We can
identify unique talents, skills, abilities and purposes. I got my start working with performance horses
and they are a specialty of mine.
What about Changing Family Structures? We can help them adjust to changing family dynamics,
preparing for new arrivals or departures, divorce, separation, babies, rescues, death; healthy
pregnancy, delivery and post partum care for both mother and child…
We can do a lot to help with Traveling and Moving situations by helping our animals understand
where their humans are going, why their routine is disrupted, explain about business trips and
vacations and who will care for them while their humans are gone. We can help reduce or prevent
separation anxiety; showing them where they are going and what to expect of a new home. We
can also address important physical boundary concerns. Discussing situations with them beforehand
allows them to participate in the process and in their own care.
Working with Rescued Animals helps them to: understand sheltering and fostering; identify what
they want in a new home (i.e. kids, other animals, gender preferences); adjust to a new family and
home helps shorten transition times and accelerates bonding; heal from neglect, abuse and
abandonment. It also helps us humans to understand where they came from, their history/
background, and what their experience(s) were.
We can also help with Euthanasia Decisions , and the death and dying process. Death and dying
don't have to be as traumatic or painful as they commonly are in our society. We can help by
offering support for you both through the dying process. Understanding and honoring your animal’s
needs and your own can be so very helpful in finding peace and completion through the death of
other family members as well. Remember that animals grieve the loss of their fellow animals, and
their human friends, too.
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Sometimes after we open up the conversation, we then have to go to work resolving the problem! That may
mean lifestyle changes, diet changes, training or management modification, behavior modification – yours as well
as theirs!!! There could also be negotiating – I’ll do this if you’ll do that. Most problems in my experience stem
from the humans behavior, lack of leadership skills or clarity about what you really want, giving out mixed signals
which create confusion or misunderstanding.

What Animal Communication is NOT!
It is not mind control. Communicating with an animal doesn’t make them do what you want them to do. They
always do what makes sense to them from their viewpoint, given their experiences, their background and history.
Behavior that persists is being rewarded in some way. What you DO sometimes speaks louder than words –
especially with our animals.

Which Mistakes Are You Making With Your Animals?
Animals live long lives and most folks intend to give their animals a forever home – after all, our pets are like our
children! But the fact is that millions of animals are adopted or purchased every year, and about 40% of them
wind up at shelters, dumped, given away (again), on the street, or are euthanized because, through no fault of
their own, they simply weren't right for the job or were misunderstood! All animal lovers feel the same way about this.
People don't mean for things to go wrong with their animals… but they do, all the time. Don't let things go wrong
with your animal friends!
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So How Do You Pick Out a Good Animal Communicator Practitioner?
Here’s what you need to know:
1) Realize that not all communicators are created equally! Or trained equally either for that matter. It
takes many years of practice and seasoning to be a good animal communicator. And often, just being able
to communicate does NOT make a good animal communication consultant!! Some of us are excellent at
some things, and not so good at other things.
We are doing our best to help you but may not know how to resolve the problem or have enough experience. I think it’s best to find someone who has a lot of experience. On the other hand, if you choose to
work with someone who is fairly new to the work, be willing to give them a chance and be very honest
with them about how they are doing. We all had to get started somewhere!
2) No one can make your animals change if they don’t want to. And, sometimes the problem isn’t with
them – it’s with YOU or your family, their situation, their management, their diet, background, breeding or
training – or lack thereof! They always do what makes sense to them – from their viewpoint. Our job is to
discover FIRST what their viewpoint is, then to work with them to resolve the problem.
3) Understand what the job actually is: animal communicators are trained to listen, telepathically, to
animals. This isn’t rocket science, it is very subjective kind of work, and we do often make mistakes even
though we are doing the best we can at any given moment. We are not clairvoyant (usually), we do not
predict the future, we don’t know everything (not omniscient). We are also not intending to read your
mind – only your animals.
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We should be able to accurately understand what your animal is feeling and thinking, what the main
issues are from their viewpoint, and be able to present something useful – whether it’s confirmation
of what you may already know (which is valuable in itself), uncover new information you didn’t know
before, provide clarity regarding the right direction to proceed with the problem, and be able to
answer your questions to the best of our ability.

Ultimately, we may not be able to fix your problem. Some problems simply aren’t fixable. If they do
not want to change or see no need or reason to change their behavior that they can agree with,
then they won’t. You live and work with them 24/7/365. To expect some stranger, us, to make
them be different when you continue to reinforce their bad behavior by rewarding it or not making
the effort required to teach them anything differently is not realistic.

4) What about skeptics? I encourage people and my students to be skeptical. You should listen
and observe with your heart, but not be so open minded that your common sense falls out!! Not
everything that we receive telepathically is going to be 100% accurate -- it’s unrealistic to expect it.

The best psychics in the world, at their very best, are only about 80% accurate! However, we can
observe results and change. Is there a change in the animal’s behavior, mood, or well-being? Or
how they respond to you or their environment? Often they will, just through communicating with
them. Some of us do better than 80% at times, and sometimes we are off.
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5) And that leads us to what you should do if something feels off in your session. If something feels off
or you are being told things you know are not true - then Please! Speak Up!! Let us know! Don’t
worry about hurting our feelings. We would much rather learn from your honest feedback, and be
allowed to correct or explain than have you go away unhappy. If we don’t correct or are unable to,
then tell us how you feel. It may be appropriate to reschedule to another time (after all everyone does
have off days, right?) OR you can call it quits.

A good communicator should not ask for payment when things are obviously not working right.
And that should be apparent pretty early on in the session. Don’t wait until the end of your session,
then decide that becaue one or two things seemed off even though much of what happened was
helpful and useful, that you now don’t want to pay us for our time.

6) The next important point to consider is this: We are all Practitioners! That means we are
PRACTICING! Along with other professional practitioners -- including veterinarians, doctors, and other
medical professionals. We do our best to assist, given our experience, training, skills & education.

7) Where do you find animal communicators? You can Google for folks, look for articles or read books.
The best place to start is through Penelope Smith, THE Founding Pioneer and Animal Communication
Specialist for our generation. Penelope Smith wrote the books that deepened the Human-Animal
Kinship around the world! She is the author of "Animal Talk" and "When Animals Speak", editor of
Species Link magazine, and among other recordings, she has a wonderful mastery series CD set on
animal communication. She has trained probably 75% or more of all the communicators working today!!!
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8) Do your research and choose a few animal communicators that appeal to you. Then check them out.
Everyone has their special area of interest and expertise. If you like the look and feel of their website,
then contact them
9) Interview them. Ask them questions. How long have they been working as an animal communicator?
Tell them a bit about what you are dealing with. Ask them if they’ve worked with this kind of thing
before, and if so, how successful they have been. Ask what kind of preparation is needed for a
session with them.
I work with all my clients long distance over the phone, usually using a picture of their animal for focus.
Because my schedule is booked so far in advance with a waiting list, I only work with a select group
of people who meet my qualifications. I then ask my clients to fill out my Human Animal BodyMind
Balancing Assessment Questionnaire, send meures of their animals, and make a list of questions –
whatever you want me to ask or tell your animals – and that’s where we start with your session.
Then you work with me live on the phone. we can have interactive discussions with your animals.
I find that using my proprietary methods and engaging you more in the process, we get much better
faster results. By the way, you don’t have to put your animal on the phone with me – they can hear
me in their head. This is telepathy after all…
Some animal communicators will go on site to work with you in person, and others work long distance
either with you directly on the phone, or will work in a meditative state then get you their notes
afterward. Everyone has to find the way that works best for them. While you interview them, listen to
your own heart. IF you feel good with this person, then make an appointment. You want to look for
someone that you FEEL GOOD with, and that has experience with the issues you are facing.
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10) The last thing I would ask is about a Guarantee. Do they have any kind of a Guarantee for their
work? What will they do if things go wrong, or you are unhappy with your session? I have a Guarantee.

Val’s 4 Fundamental Results Guarantee
Val promises that if you don’t agree that by the end of your session you have these 4 Fundamental Results,
then she’ll refund your money out of her own pocket. You have her word on it.
When you work with Val, you gain access to her successful proprietary methods and a comprehensive
service.
No other animal communicator, trainer, intuitive, healer, behaviorist or pet psychic offers 4 Fundamental
Results – 100% Guaranteed, or your money back.
1) An individually tailored Action Management Plan to help you lower your trainer and vet bills, avoid
further damaged property costs, and to spend your money, energy and time focusing on getting the results
you want.
2) More peace of mind about what your animal really needs and wants, deeper understanding about
what is making them suffer or feel ill, allowing you to catch and prevent treatable conditions
3) Greater clarity about what is needed to improve your relationships, and the tools you need to do
that more confidently
4) Better overall balance in Body, Mind & Spirit for you AND your animal – because when you are
more balanced, healthy and happy, your animal can be too.
Bonus: You’ll also receive instruction and coaching on how to communicate with animals yourself,
helping you develop a lifetime skill you can use with your animals now… and for the rest of your life.

-

Remember this isn't mind control! If they don't want to change, we can't make them. Our goal is to offer
insight, clarity and guidance to help resolve problems between you and your animal friends. If at this point
all feels good to you, then give them a chance and make an appointment
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How to Get the MOST from Your Session:
First know that some information that comes through your animal communicator you will be sure to understand right away – after all, you know your animal pretty well. You may have been living together for many
years, you understand their world and home environment, and for most of us, our animals are part of our
hearts. You do have an intuitive knowing of them
.
When I work, I start by sharing my impressions of the animal up front so their person, You, can tell me if I am
accurately connecting or not.
Next, understand that you may not understand right away some of the information that comes through. This
could mean that your animal communicator needs to better explain what they are receiving. But often,
this is simply due to the fact that our animals have very different viewpoints from our own. What’s important to us may not be at all important to them!
Another dog or cat or horse or bird would understand what they meant right away – but us humans? We
may never truly understand everything that makes sense to them! We can always ask more questions, or
your animal communicator may need to explain it better or differently until it makes sense to you.
And Last, sometimes things will come through that simply don’t feel right to you. For whatever reason –
don’t question your own innate knowing. If something doesn’t feel right – Speak Up! Say so. Let your
practitioner know so they can rebalance themselves and try again.

.
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Remember this isn’t rocket science! There is always a chance we can get off. So be sure to let us know
your experience, ok? If you will help us here, that will help us make the best use of our time together.
Help With Lost or Missing Animals:
I’m often asked to help with lost or missing animal cases. This is a specialty within the animal
communication field and for many reasons can be quite difficult work. This is not something I feel
particularly good at even though I’ve had success in the past. I refer these cases on to people who do
enjoy them and do good work in this area. I have a referral list posted on my website with some
suggestions about what to do if you ever have a loved one go missing.
Click Here: http://www.valheart.com/lost-animals/
Do You Want To Learn How To Communicate with Animals?
If you truly have a heart’s desire to learn how to communicate with animals yourself, I will warn you that it
takes much practice and dedicated coaching assistance to learn how to do well, easily and with confidence.
You may even have to change your lifestyle!
But I promise you, it will be worth the effort.
I believe we’re all born communicating telepathically. It’s like our First Language – all babies communicate at
this level, and all animals do too. We humans usually wind up shutting down this gift as we grow older and
our society doesn’t encourage or nurture intuitive abilities.
For anyone who wonders how intelligent animals truly are, let me assure you that they have their own
viewpoints and beliefs, they enjoy humor, theyreason and wonder, and they do experience feelings and
emotions.
Some animals are really "angels, master teachers and healers in disguise." They understand us remarkably
well, especially considering that we are so dense when it comes to understanding them!

First, get your copy of the Hidden Secrets to Animal Communication ebook (value $79, free for a limited
time). This introductory course full of practical information that every animal lover can use. You’ll
discover:
*
*
*
*

The 3 Simple Steps to communicating with animals!
Learn how to Quickly and Easily Connect with animals!
Why practicing being an Effective Listener is so important!
The SECRET KEY to animal communication that every animal lover can use NOW!

http://learnhowtotalktoanimals.com/hidden-secrets
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This is one of my most popular classes because it's a great place to start discovering your own telepathic
abilities, communicating with your animal companions. The information can be put to good use right away.
The Introductory class is also a suggested pre-requisite for my How to Talk to Animals, Beginning Core
Foundations and Advanced Topics Courses.
Continue your education! Enjoy learning how to open yourself to the flow of energy, in how to send and
receive ideas, images, feelings, concepts and thoughts from animals so you can become much more
receptive, and so you can enjoy communicating with animals as easily as with your best friends!
Ultimately by learning animal communication you will discover a deepening and ease of flow with this
level of self growth and exploration. When you do that, you will experience deeper spiritual meaning,
clarity and peace of mind.
http://learnhowtotalktoanimals.com/beginning-course/

Already got your basics down? Then it’s time to begin mastering your skills by applying them to all 12
situational areas! Be prepared when your animal gets sick, behaves badly, performs poorly, and know
how to help with rescues, fosters and with all stages of life.
http://learnhowtotalktoanimals.com/advanced-topics-course/

Register now to attend this popular, important and unprecedented series of LIVE video interviews with
professional animal communicators around the world. We want to bring you into our world, so you can see
what we see, know what we know, hear what we hear when we work with animals.
To sign up for the next guest in the interview series click here: www.ValHeart.com/training-signup
Come join me and your colleagues in the best Club ever designed to support you in mastering your skills.
Get 4 fabulous bonuses when you sign up and enjoy a LIVE Q&A with Val every month to ask your most
important questions, get help with your animals, and mentoring to take you further into the wonderful
world of animals.
To find out more about the club and our home study courses, please click here:

www.LearnHowToTalkToAnimals.com

In Conclusion, I hope you found this of interest and of good use today. In addition to private sessions, I offer
other exciting teleclasses, both recorded and live.
Do you need some one on one private consulting? Schedule your private session with me now at
www.learnhowtotalktoanimals.com/private-consulting

Or email me at: ContactVal@ValHeart.com

Wishing you all the love, joy, wisdom and laughter of animals.
I look forward to hearing from you. -Val
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You may be wondering about working with Val… if so, keep reading:
What Are The Benefits of Working with Val Heart, Animal
Communicator, Animal Behaviorist, & Master Healer?
Well, if Val could wave a magic wand during your session, what would you like to have happen as
a result of working with her? What would be different in your life? How could your relationships
with your animals or your own life change for the better?

Here are a few of the benefits Val's clients have received from their work together:
* Improved Peace of Mind and Comfort
* Enhanced Health & Well Being
* Behavior Improvement and Improved Performance from their animals
* Confidence & Clarity of Direction with a Clear Plan of Action
* Education, Enjoyment and Enlightenment
* Certainty That Their Animal's Management Program is Right
* No Need to Keep Guessing or Wondering- what to do, how their animal is feeling, about their
history, what they really need or want, and clarity about what's working or not for them
* Clarity on How to Make the Best Possible Use of Their Time, Energy and Money
* Greater Understanding of Their Animal's Viewpoint -- why their animal
does what they do, and where their issues are actually coming from
* Discovering the unknown factors contributing to problems
* Entertainment -- animals are often very funny and enjoy sharing their thoughts and humor with
their people
Please be sure and review other Testimonials so you can get an understanding of how Val works,
what she's all about, and to see how the results of her work have benefited other animal lovers like
yourself.
Val differs from other animal communicators, behaviorists and trainers, and therapists. Her
proprietary protocols, The Heart Method™ of BodyMind Assessment and The Quantum Leap™
Method, is highly effective. She is highly trained in many state-of-the-art, alternative healing
modalities for people as well as animals. Sessions are designed to address the highest priorities
first in order to achieve the best possible result as quickly as possible.
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If you chose to work with Val and received benefits like these, what would that be worth to you?
If this sounds like something you'd like to have happen for yourself and your animal friend, then get the help
you need now with your horse or your dog.

Contact Val for your personal consultation and get started resolving problem today.
Val offers several Consulting Plans to get started changing your life and your relationships with your animals.
Please review and decide which Plan is right for you and your needs by going here:
http://learnhowtotalktoanimals.com/private-consulting/
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Expert Animal Communicator, Behaviorist, Master Healer & Author
Working with chronic pain, illness, trauma, training, behavior, euthanasia...
Specializing in dogs & performance sport horses: dressage, show jumping, reining, cutting...
Free Expert Animal Communication Tips, eNewsletter, & Consulting Info: www.valheart.com

About Val Heart
Val Heart is no ordinary animal communicator. Val fell in love with horses when she was
5 years old and so began her journey of getting to know and understand horses and
all animals at a deep soul level. Her work with horses led to intensive study in developing her gifts with animal communication and many other supporting healing techniques.
Highly trained in advanced, state of the art alternative healing therapies for people
and animals, Val helps pets and their people rebalance in body, mind and spirit. Early
on, Val discovered that much of what goes wrong with animals is a reflection of, or a
reaction to their caretaker’s imbalances. Val helps you with not only your animals but
also your own health, balance and well being. She takes you deeper into your own
personal best, a space of well-being, peace, clarity and greater conscious awareness..
She is called The Real Dr Doolittle™, Animal Communicator to the Stars and is the leading animal problem solving
expert. A bestselling author, Val is the founder of The H.E.A.R.T. System™ a 5 step process for solving problems with
animals. She also works with under-performing show horses and their riders to improve performance, health and
well-being.
Val loves teaching animal lovers how to talk with animals so you can save money at the vet, solve your own behavior,
performance and training problems. Her mission and passion is to improve the lives of animals the world over by
helping humans learn how to speak their language, understand their viewpoints, and heal.
After all, it’s our love of animals that helps us learn how to be better humans, and the more balanced and healthy
we are, the more balanced and healthy they can be too.
Can you imagine how great your life and relationship with your animals will be when you know how to speak their
language?
Learn how easy it is to hear your animal’s voice and wisdom so that you can save money at the vet, resolve your
own behavior, performance and training problems, and learn how to deepen your heart connection with all animals.
Join Val in the Animal Talk Coaching Club Now and get a free 14 day trial membership with some really
cool bonuses, just for checking it out: www.learnhowtotalktoanimals.com
Need a Speaker for your next TeleSummit, Convention Meeting or Association Event? Bestselling author,
Equine Peak Performance Expert and leading animal communication expert, Val can speak on many topics and
has been on TV, radio and spoken at various events. Click here to learn more...
Horses need help too! Help them achieve their true potential with my Equine Peak Performance System: www.ShowHorseExpert.com
Help for Horses, Dogs, Cats and YOU www.ValHeart.com
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